No. AIU/RES/QASPIR III/ April 2020
April 06, 2020
Dear Vice Chancellors/Directors,
This is in continuation to our previous letters and announcements of the Online Workshops on
“How to deliver/transact Curriculum through online” organized by QASPIR, UK in
collaboration with Association of Indian Universities which were successfully conducted
during March 31 and April 01-03, 2020 respectively.
It gives us immense pleasure to share that the online Workshops received overwhelming
response and a large number of participants registered for the workshop and we have received
good feedback from the participants. This event has proved to be effective for building
capacity among the faculty members of our universities and higher learning institutions on
maximizing the use of technology and transacting the curriculum through online, especially
during a time when organizing and conducting physical classroom process is not possible due
to sudden outbreak and widespread of COVID-19 which has taken the shape of a global
pandemic.
However, all the desiring participants could not be accommodated due to limited number of
seats and we received requests for additional online workshops. Hence, we contacted QASPIR
who has agreed to hold one more workshop from April 15-17, 2020 wherein based upon the
feedback received from the participants of the earlier workshops, they shall enrich the content
and delivery with some more added features.
Your enthusiasm and cooperation in terms of inspiring your faculty members to participate in
the Workshop is duly acknowledged and appreciated. The endeavor has yielded tangible
results with the participation of large number of faculty members from our higher education
institutions. In view of the above, it is requested that the information regarding the additional
Workshop from April 15-17, 2020 may please be circulated among the faculty members so
that the interested and remaining faculty members can take part in the workshop and get
benefit of acquiring relevant knowledge and skills of transacting the curriculum online. The
Brochure containing the detailed information about the additional Workshop is attached
for your ready reference. We shall appreciate your proactive initiative and response in
making the workshop a grand success.
With warm regards,
Yours sincerely,

(Pankaj Mittal)
All Vice Chancellors/Directors of Member Universities/Institutes.

